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Year 9
Subject Assessment Details

 Triple Science Chemistry Chemical Reactions 1 and Chemical Reactions 2 Booklets - 50 mins

Art Full day practical mock exam

Business GCSE 45 min test on the following topics: Business costs, break-even, methods of production, technology in businesses, entrepreneurs, quality, location, motivation and ethics.

Business IVET 45 minute exam that will include multiple choice, tick list (select the correct answer) and short answer style questions. Topics - Retail channels, types of retailers, business 
ownership, scale of retail business, aims of retail business, seasonality, functional areas of retail business.

Double Science Biology Environment/ Diet and Digestion -  50 mins

Double Science Chemistry Chemical Reactions and Compounds and Muixtures Booklets with tables and graphs - 50 mins

Double Science Physics Waves, Density and Heat, Generating Electricity (up to but not including Distributing Electricity) - 50 mins

Drama Accumulative terminology and application test (including performance and design elements) - week beginning 19th June 2023

DT Construction 45 minute in-class exam. Materials - Metals, Polymers, Woods. 6 R's of sustainability. The Design Process. CAD/CAM. Basic Electronic Components. Drawing Techniques. 

DT Engineering 45 minute in-class exam. Materials - Metals, Polymers, Woods. 6 R's of sustainability. The Design Process. CAD/CAM. Basic Electronic Components. Drawing Techniques. 

DT Product Design 45 minute in-class exam. Materials - Metals, Polymers, Woods. 6 R's of sustainability. The Design Process. CAD/CAM. Basic Electronic Components. Drawing Techniques. 

English
Pupils are completing one element of GCSE English Language Unit 1 coursework as their summer assessment. The recording of these speeches will take place the week prior to 
Assessment Fortnight to avoid disruption in other subject areas. Pupils have been preparing for four weeks in lessons and their revision for English should include completing their 
speech writing, creating prompt cards and rehearsing their speech. 

Food Technology
45 minute assessment based on all of the work covered this year: Fruit and Vegetables; Butter, oil, sugar and alternatives; Milk, cheese and yoghurt; practical skill terminology and 
knowledge. 

French
Speaking task in class-  Reading/grammar assessment covering whole year topics 50 mins

Geography
45 minute assessment based on all of the work covered this year: Changing Physical and Human Landscapes (Theme 1. Landscapes and Physical Processes and Theme 4. 
Coastal Hazards and their Management). Based on past paper questions to follow the format of a GCSE paper; to include shorter recall questions and more extended responses, 
designed to test pupils' ability to apply their knowledge and understanding.

Health/Social/Childcare 45  minute assessment based on all of the work covered this year: Physical development, Intellectural development, Emotional development, Social development, factors affecting 
PIES and effective participation.

History
A full 1 hour mock covering all 7 key questions thats have been studied this year in the Unit 2 USA topic - Immigration, Race and Religion, Crime and Corruption, Economic Boom, 
End of Prosperity, Popular Entertainment, Women. 

ICT - Computer Science
A 50 min in class exam bbased on :- Architecture, Input/output, memory and storage. Embedded systems, logical operators, boolean logic, networks and the internet
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ICT - Digital Technology No assessment pupils are currently working on their NEA Unit 2 in controlled conditions.

Life Skills 45 minute multiple choice and short answer questions exam on  Relationships and Diversity, First Aid and Risk topics. Pupils will be given further information from their teacher

Maths
A 90 minute exam in the sports hall, based on all topics covered in Maths this year. Pupils will be given a revision list and will have revision/preparation lessons during the two week 
period after half-term.

Media Studies 45 minute exam. Low tarriff questions assessing knowledge of terminology and media language learned throughout the year. One extended written response question analysing an 
unseen film poster or advert, focusing on representations of gender

Music
Notes in the treble and bass clefs. Key signatures up to 4 flats and sharps. Musical Elements MAD T SHIRT.   Area of study FILM and POP

PE 45 minute exam paper  based on all topics covered so far; Unit 1A-Health and lifestyle choices,Unit 1B-Training and exercise and Unit 2-Exercise physiology

REP
1 hour exam on both units studied so far - Christianity and Judaism. This will be the exact format of the GCSE paper, which students are already familiar with as it is the same 
format as their key tasks. 

Spanish       

Triple Science Biology Environment / Diet and Digestion / Cells and Microscopes - 50 mins

Triple Science Chemistry Chemical Reactions, Compounds and Mixtures and Earth and Atmosphere, Tables and graphs - 50 mins

Triple Science Physics Waves, Waves & Earthquakes, Density and Heat, Generating Electricity, Domestic Energy and Electricity - 50 mins

Welsh 50 minute exam paper focusing on reading and writing skills. Topics will include Music, Holidays (past tense) and Healthy Living.


